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Abstract
The introduction of modern neuroimaging and immunologic techniques has increased the diagnostic accuracy for neurocysticercosis. However, there are some conditions that mimic neurocysticercosis by the time of the initial evaluation of the patient. We present six patients with a single abnormally dilated perivascular Virchow-Robin space mimicking a cysticercus. In such cases, administration of repeated trials of cysticidal drugs together with long-term follow-up observation, excluded the diagnosis of neurocysticercosis. Physicians working in cysticercosis-endemic areas must keep in mind the possible occurrence of a single dilated perivascular space, to avoid the practice of unnecessary invasive procedures in patients with “cysticerci-like” lesions that do not change after several courses of cysticidal drug therapy.
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Introduction
The introduction of modern neuroimaging and immunologic techniques has increased the diagnostic accuracy for neurocysticercosis. However, the high number of false-negative results that occur with the immunoblot in patients with a single intracranial cysticerci and the lack of specificity of some CT and MRI findings, may create confusion when immunological or neuroimaging data alone is used to confirm or exclude the disease. A set of diagnostic criteria for neurocysticercosis has been helpful to enhance our diagnostic accuracy for this parasitic disease by allowing the objective evaluation of clinical, radiological, immunologic, and epidemiologic data. Even after proper interpretation of these criteria, there are some conditions that mimic neurocysticercosis by the time of the initial evaluation of the patient. It is just in these cases, where a therapeutic trial with cysticidal drugs and long-term follow-up may help to confirm or exclude the disease. Here, we present six patients with a single abnormally dilated perivascular Virchow-Robin space mimicking a cysticercus. In such cases, administration of repeated trials of cysticidal drugs together with long-term follow-up observation, excluded the diagnosis of neurocysticercosis.

Case Reports
Patients were two men and four women with ages ranging from 8 to 64 years. Three had chronic history of recurrent seizures, two complained of headache, and the other presented with mild cognitive decline. They were referred to our institution with the diagnosis of “cysticerci-like” lesions that do not change after several courses of cysticidal drug therapy. Here, we present six patients with a single abnormally dilated perivascular Virchow-Robin space mimicking a cysticercus. In such cases, administration of repeated trials of cysticidal drugs together with long-term follow-up observation, excluded the diagnosis of neurocysticercosis.
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Cerebral hemispheres in three patients, the basal ganglia in two, and the thalamus in one. Lesions were hypodense on CT and had the same intensity of CSF in all the sequences of MRI (Figure 1). Lesions were sharply demarcated from the surrounding brain tissue, were not surrounded by edema, and did not showed internal brilliant dots no abnormal enhancement after contrast medium administration. All patients had been treated with albendazole (15 mg/kg/day for one to two weeks), and the three patients with seizures also received antiepileptic drugs. Control neuroimaging studies after three to six months of that initial trial showed no changes in the size or shape of the lesions. After admission to our hospital, all received praziquantel (50 mg/kg/day for 15 days). Again, control neuroimaging studies performed from three to six months after praziquantel therapy, did not showed any change in the lesions. Patients had been followed for at least two years after the end of the second course of cysticidal drug therapy, and repeated neuroimaging studies by that time showed no changes in the size of shape of the lesions.

Discussion

Abnormally enlarged Virchow-Robin spaces are a common finding in both children and adults, and may occur in otherwise healthy persons or may be associated with a number of degenerative diseases or congenital malformations of the nervous system.3,4 In almost most cases, such spaces take a honeycomb-like appearance and may be easily recognized on MRI. However, in some other cases, they appear as huge cystic lesions resembling other conditions such as brain tumors.5,6 Enlargement of a single Virchow-Robin space having the appearance of a “brain hole” has rarely, if ever, been reported. It is in those cases that neurocysticercosis could be erroneously diagnosed, particularly if the patient comes from an area endemic for this parasitic disease. A trial with cysticidal drugs may help to solve this diagnostic challenge, by favoring the disappearance of cysticerci-related lesions. It could be argued that the lack of changes after a therapeutic trial does not necessarily mean that these lesions were not cysticerci, since some cysts may not respond to albendazole. These patients, however, received both albendazole and praziquantel in a sequential order, and also were follow-up for at least two years after the second trial of therapy. It is unlikely that single parenchymal brain cysticercus did not disappear or even changed in size after this approach! Moreover, most of the lesions presented here had at least one straight side and beveled border, which are not seen in cysticerci.

In conclusion, physicians working in cysticercosis-endemic areas as well as in places where cysticercosis is increasingly recognized such as the Western European territory, must keep in mind the possible occurrence of single dilated perivascular spaces, to avoid repeated courses of cysticidal drugs or unnecessary invasive procedures in patients with “cysticerci-like” lesions who do not respond to several courses of cysticidal drug therapy.
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